WINTER SCHOOL
INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE STUDIES
FOR MASTER & DOCTORAL STUDENTS
IN ADULT EDUCATION & LIFELONG LEARNING

4.-15.2.2019
IN WÜRZBURG, GERMANY

First week
Master students:
International strategies in adult education and lifelong learning politics, policies, strategies in lifelong learning • analysis levels: mega, meso, macro and micro • social policy models • European and international policies in adult education

Doctoral students:
Paolo Freire’s theory for international adult education
Why studying Freire today? Critical encounters • The Pedagogy of the Oppressed • Radical democracy, liberation and participation • Extension or Communication? • The Pedagogy of Freedom

Second week
Comparing adult education and lifelong learning
Qualifications frameworks • Leadership & organizational learning • Employability & transitions • Innovative teaching methods • Transformative learning • Employability policies • Active citizenship • Professionalisation

Cultural Programme

APPLY UNTIL 15.10.2018!
WWW.LIFELONGLEARNING.UNDI-WUERZBURG.DE